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Today in luxury:

Cline ranks bolstered with ex-Saint Laurent staffers
Some familiar faces have shown up in more recent months at the house of Cline since Hedi Slimane joined in
February to expand the brand's reach into men's, couture and fragrance, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article at Women's Wear Daily

Arab luxury world 2018: Will brands adapt to the changing face of luxury?

The luxury industry in the Arabian Gulf is  undergoing major disruptions that are driven by changing consumer
demands, the rise of the new consumers such as the millennials and the emergence of disruptive technology such
as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and IOT, reports AMEinfo.

Click here to read the entire article at AMEinfo

Tesla gets a vote of confidence as supplier orders accelerate

The Tesla Model 3 debate received further fodder on Tuesday after JL Warren Capital LLC said it has noticed
"encouraging signs" of a potential pickup in the pace of production, per Bloomberg Pursuits.

Click here to read the entire article at Bloomberg Pursuits

Luxury fashion brands push into hotel space

Luxury watchmaker Audemars Piguet has teamed with Bjarke Ingels Group for a 50-room hotel in Switzerland, the
latest in a string of upscale resorts opened by fashion brands hoping to leverage their global prestige with a move
into the hospitality space, says Barron's.
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Click here to read the entire article at Barron's
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